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Take your customer and prospect list. Look
at your best customers. Wouldn’t it be great to
have hundreds or thousands more just like your
very best customer’s? Sweet!
Here’s what you need to do. Invest in purchasing new data that coincides with your current best customers and their demographics and
psychographics.

If after you tried countless approaches, using
email, direct mail and landing pages, they still
haven’t responded, then perhaps it’s appropriate to remove them from your dream list. Always strive to keep your dream list at a healthy
level. As you delete one name, add another.
And start the process all over again.

This publication, Direct Marketing Success,
is all about small business growth... and how
you can use it to fuel your marketing.
When you read our Direct Marketing Success or use our Marketing evaluation program, MCG Marketing-eVal, brings Over 30+ years of helping
small businesses, like yours, grow.
Check out our Marketing evaluation program, MCG Marketing-eVal, on
our website, DMCM.net. Over 30+ years and still helping small businesses,
like yours, grow.
There are so many opportunities available for a small business marketing
and advertising platform today, and is just one of the many benefits of looking our MCG Marketing-eVal.
For example:
• You may need a MCG marketing eVal to see if there is an option 		
in digital marketing that you may have missed.
• Direct marketing provides business growth if your database, 		
CRM or contact list is up-to-date.
• Knowing what type of marketing works well today is not a
guarantee for tomorrow. Keep your options open and visit our
weekly blog by the MarketingDoc.
• MCG marketing eVal Planning for growth and other goals you 		
may have will help you steady the course.
• No matter how great your product or service is, the fact remains
that those who “have a need for what you have to offer” must be
aware of “what you have to offer.” That is a great rule to keep the
line moving.
For the latest information on our MCG Marketing-eVal, hit the MarketingeVal tab on our website, dmcm.net and add your email address to the contact form.
We’ll schedule a 30-minute complementary discussion on the how and
whys of marketing a small business.
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How to turn your
customer list into a dream list …
which adds revenue to the bottom line.

There are 5
unique strategies that work
for a SmallBiz.
These are the
tools we use
to build you a Marketing-eVal report with ideas based on the company
information provided to us. They are:
1. Direct Marketing Strategy
2. Customer-Centric Marketing Strategy
3. Data Driven Marketing Strategy
4. Multi-Channel Strategy
5. Digital Marketing Strategy

The Efficiencies of Direct Marketing
Led to the Delivery of…

Over 5 Million Direct Mail Success newsletters.

Today we are still publishing articles that will help any Small Biz reach
their marketing objectives and financial goals.
Direct Marketing Success is available as a PDF, and issued quarterly. If
you want a free issue, visit our publications tab, and add your email address. We’ll send you a quarterly pdf issue and email one to you each quarter, if you let us know in the message box.
And that’s why we publish Direct Marketing Success for any small business with a growth aspiration. Get your copy today at MD@DMCM.net,
Publishing Tab, in our header menu. No matter how great your product or
service is, the fact remains that those who “have a need for what you have
to offer” must be aware of “what you have to offer.” That’s a good marketing
rule to abide by every business day.
What you learn in Direct Marketing Success may be a difference maker
in your marketing and advertising. Never an obligation, just a tip of the
cap, and thanks for reading.

C COPYRIGHT 2017
(Variable, Client Name) in association with MCG.

How to start.
If your customers are predominantly business
to customer (B2C), located in small business districts, and have a fleet of vans, acquire more
names of those who sell to B2C, located in
small business districts, and have a fleet of vans.
A simple sample to visualize, but you get the point.
If 70% of your customers are from the northeast
coast, think about that in
your selection and acquisition of data. Don’t fight
statistics.
Don’t look at the 70%
and say, “let’s build up
the 30% on the southeast
coast.” It might sound logical to invest in the weaker
segment, but that may not
be your best opportunity.
Always go with the
prospects that offer the
greatest potential – as you
defined potential based on
your current customers. In
this case, it might make
the most sense to abandon
the southeast entirely and hammer away at the
northeast.

How not to turn your dream
list into a nightmarish
situation.
However you build it and however it evolves,

this becomes your dream list of prospects. It is
your dream list because it includes those dream
prospects that qualify as your most likely and
qualified dream candidates to buy.
Developing a dream list is not the result of
hoping by some favorable roll of the dice that
you get it right. Nor is it the result of acquiring
the vast numbers of names because you might
reach a few dream candidates.
Once you have your dream list, you need to
send a message, another message and another
message. Don’t send just once. In fact, once you
identify a universe of prospects that meet your
criteria, you want to keep sending messages to
them.

If they match your criteria as dream prospects
today, they’ll match your criteria tomorrow. Just
because they don’t buy today after receiving
your initial message doesn’t mean they won’t
buy tomorrow.
Remember, that there are many valid reasons
why the best-qualified prospects won’t respond
the first time. Perhaps they are on vacation.

Perhaps they are pre-occupied with new hires
at work. Perhaps they’re on a “no spending”
kick. That’s okay. They’ll probably be back to
spending at a normal pace soon. Just keep
working them.

Use multi-channel marketing
to reach more prospects
and match a budget.
Direct mail is one channel of many available
to reach prospects and customers. In some
cases, especially B2B, direct marketing mail
is a key component to use in prospecting to
increase the numbers in your dream list. However, direct mail can be pricey if you rely on to
continually send messages to those in your dream
list of prospects.
Let us share a secret
with you. Use email in
your messaging mix.
Email has many different
uses. More importantly,
in this article, it’s to get
someone to look at your
products. In a B2B marketing and selling campaign it can mean lead
generation, retention of
clients, cross-selling, and
even up-selling.
Start looking at list brokers email lists. They are
much better today than in
past years.
Use your direct mail
and marketing techniques
in email to get the reader engaged. Add a variety of messages with an assortment of offers.
Not only to get their email address, but sending
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QUANTITY VS. QUALITY…

Which one scores your highest ratings in marketing and advertising?
In the past, having a conversion rate when
using direct mail, one percent was acceptable.
What was the conversion rate number?
First, let’s look at another example. A response
rate is an important metric for analyzing a mailing or any other communication channel your
customers may prefer. But a high response rate
is not always the best goal.
If you’re trying to generate sales leads for a
high-dollar service where the contract might
be over one million dollars, a single reply that
results in a sale might give you a low response
rate, but it would likely represent a significant
return on investment.
Therefore, your goal is not to maximize response but to maximize profit. Direct mailers
in the past century would continually buy more
lists to increase their mailing number hoping to
get more responses. Hence, the name, junk mail.
Some of today’s digital marketers love telling
anyone that listens they have over 200,000 followers. Hence the name, digital flame out.
“Single focused approach, effective utilization
of natural skills, creative choices, and selfbelief is essential to achieve superior quality.”
©FAMOUS QUOTES, ON THEIR 1 2 3 WEBSITE.

Profit is a good thing.

So, how do we raise our profit? One way is
a mindset of delivering an offer, direct to the
customer, and add another channel, such email
or social media channel, and test to verify your
outcome.
Testing allows adjustments which can create a
nice increase to maximize your profit.
While there is a lot of creativity that goes into
writing and designing communications, testing
should be a careful and disciplined process. This

is another example of using science in your marketing efforts within our data driven era.

Test one item at a time.

It may be temptation to test a variety of ideas
in every message. If so, it’s impossible to know
what element is responsible for changing your
results.
For example,
if you use a
new
subject
line at the same
time trying a
new segment,
which change
will affect your
results? By testing only one
change per message, you can
immediately
see what causes
your positive or
negative results.
If you want to improve your landing page
conversions, then use Split testing, better known
as A/B testing.
For example, use A/B testing with two versions of your landing page that are almost entirely the same but have one specific difference
you want to test. For instance, you could A/B
test which headline or offer converts more by
creating one page with a headline or offer A and
the other headline with an offer B. Half of your
visitors will see version A and the other half will
see version B.

Test against your “control.”

Summary

The key takeaway is to test one marketing or
advertisement message at a time. Plus, check out
your analytics for additional campaign insights
for maximizing your profit.

So, by now
we can
assume,

quality pays?

A/B testing can work with any communication channel you want. Even your control can be

How to motivate your customers

into action... i.e., spend money and
   even learn more about them!
We recommend learning the rule of three’s.
But more on that later.
The purpose of direct marketing copywriting is to move people
toward an action. The more you address the specific human elements that motivate your audience, the greater your chances to
move them to action - to make a call, send an email or buy.
So, what moves people? People cannot resist a bargain. People
seek pleasure and satisfaction. People like exclusivity. People are
looking for proven results. And some are even moved by greed.
People seek to improve themselves.
They want to save time. People seek security and safety. People
seek power, stature, and fame, flattery from others and inside
information. They are often envious, revengeful and proud.
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an email that has proven to be a winner. Once
you have determined a winner, you can test other email messages or formats against it.
This type of testing works like a contest, with
the old and new competing against each other.
If your control wins, you know you should continue using it.
If the challenger
wins, you know
you might have a
new control and
should
consider
emailing the new
message or format
instead.
While there is
a lot of creativity
that goes into writing and designing
your
marketing
communications,
testing should be a
careful and disciplined process.

People want to make money, save money, save time, stay healthy,
become more knowledgeable, increase their status, and boost their
prestige.
What motivates your customers on a regular basis?
Even if you don’t categorize or profile your customers, we’re sure
you know how some customers will respond, and what is their
trigger. This is a never-ending list as we all try to understand the
human mind and how it relates to purchasing our products and
services. Once you start categorizing, you’ll begin to see a broader
array of reasons on why your customers buy.
You need not attempt to solve the human condition in every
direct marketing piece you write. What you need to do is:

1) to think carefully about what you are selling,
2) to whom, and
3) how best to make them want to act
Learn the simple rule of three’s.
These are the three most important questions you should ask
your customers. The first question can provide a lot of answers,
but limit the answers to three. You’ll also find answers in your

One word,
not used correctly,
can sink your direct marketing campaign
and possibly your career.
Writing can be as effortless as speaking – if you do not make it harder it than
it is. For example, after a birthday party
at a friend’s new home, you may say to
the host, “Thanks for a lovely party –
we had a great time. You have a lovely
home, and you are such kind hosts!”
If that is what you would say face to
face, say that in your message. You need
nothing more because there is nothing
more to say.
Before you start writing, ask yourself,
“What am I trying to say?” Listen to
your answer and the simplicity of your
response. Then begin writing.

Good direct marketing copy
edits look at every word.
The English language often tempts
us to use a popular word when another
word – although very similar in meaning, says more. For example, the words
“If” and “When.”
“If you call before midnight tonight…” certainly says that there is a
near-instantaneous reward or payoff
waiting, conditional upon a call before
midnight.

However, “If” gives your readers a
way out. If means if. It assumes
doubt and uncertainty, and often
encourages them to back away.
Still, when you change “if” to
“when” you assume the sale. “When
you call before midnight tonight…”
supposes that it’s just a matter of time
until they do recognize the value and
the opportunity and call to place an
order.
Try this assumptive selling – the
“when” assumes the sale will occur. It
assumes that prospects will like what
they see and that they’ll immediately
see the value and rational for jumping
right in.

One last thought…
If or when you decide to get into
multi-channel marketing, “when” is a
good word to use as an invite to move
the reader along the path to follow the
“offer.”
Using the word’s “meaning” can
help your copy work as you desire. Direct marketing is a very powerful strategic tool to get you the best results

accounting materials, shipping receipts
and social media.
Secondly, build customer profiles in a
simple format of male or female, geography, and age. Ask everybody in your
company who deals with customers to
check social media such as LinkedIn or
Facebook.
Additionally, you may find a
thing or two studying
shipping receipts.
Finally, start examining your direct
marketing copy. What type of attraction
did you use in the design of your message and make the reader pause? Did
everyone get the same offer? Check
the analytics to see if there is a measurement.
If you have data results from previous programs or campaigns, compare

possible from
every marketing communication you share
with your customers and prospects.
Recently another
in article from the Winter 2017 in Direct Marketing Success, “There is
one type of writing, which
is about as long as the Great
China Wall…”
You will learn when you
pare down and tweak your
copy – that is – when you add
white space, chop your message
into shorter and indented paragraphs with added circles, arrows,
underlines, handwritten marginal
notes, and highlights in color –
readership increases .

results. In fact, don’t go beyond the rule of three’s until you feel
enough data was collected and analyzed.
It’s a complicated activity and, at the same time, it is easy. Your
direct marketing must lead people to consider worthy opportunities to improve their personal situations.
It becomes much easier when you take the time to keep learning
more about your customers and provide products and services
that exceed their expectations.

Some of those expectations
may even be in the preceding paragraphs?
Summary
Another good idea is to send a very short questionnaire to your
customers monthly. If there are too many customers start looking at creating a group of customers and divide your customers
in groups you can handle. Keep in mind you need customer information. So, motivate your marketing team to learn new ways
to collect customer information.
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